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Indian Summer’s Feature Creature; Wheel
Bug
(John Obermeyer)

This season’s extended fall has allowed many plants and insects remain
growing and active. Although, I don’t appreciate the Asian lady beetles
and boxelder bugs congregating on my white, sided house to find entry
for the winter. However, one awesome sight is the wheel bug on the
hunt for one last meal before the freeze.

The wheel bug, Arilus cristatus, are predators of other insects. Both the
immature (nymph) and adults lurk among foliage and flowers waiting
for unsuspecting prey. Their straw-like mouthpart is jabbed into their
victim, then they suck out the body fluids. Though that sound cruel, it is
a good thing for us, so leave them be and let them do their job! Another
good reason to leave them alone is that if disturbed, they can probe
you! Likely, any wheel bugs you encounter have already laid their eggs
for over-wintering, then you might find their nymphs next season.

Happy scouting!

Adult wheel bug (note the “cog” like structure) sucking the life out of a Japanese
beetle in soybean. (Photo Credit: John Obermeyer)

 

Wheel bug from above feeding on a brown marmorated stink bug…good riddance!
(Photo Credit: John Obermeyer)

 

Next spring you might notice the wheel bug nymph on the hunt in foilage. (Photo
Credit: John Obermeyer)

Slow Corn Drydown In The Field – 2023
(Bob Nielsen)

Quite a few farmers throughout the northern half of Indiana are
frustrated with the slow drydown of the 2023 corn crop, especially since
some grain elevators are refusing to accept grain deliveries with
moistures above certain levels, e.g., 27%. Some have also complained
about corn not maturing (black layer) as soon as they think it should
have. What’s going on this fall?
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Some scuttlebutt down at the Chat ‘n Chew Cafe suggests both the slow
maturation and drydown in the field this fall were caused by all those
smoky hazey days back in early to mid-summer, courtesy of the wild
fires in parts of Canada. I don’t buy into that theory. While it may be
true that smoky haze (or cloudy haze for that matter) influences plant
photosynthesis (and thus potentially grain yield), it does not DIRECTLY
influence the rate of plant development (i.e., how fast plants mature).

Rather, it is primarily temperature that drives the rate of plant
development (Nielsen, 2020). The warmer it is, the faster corn
progresses through its growth stages. The cooler it is, the more slowly
corn progresses. The smoky days may have INDIRECTLY contributed to
the slower maturity if they contributed to cooler temperatures. However
even if that was true, the cooler temperatures did not occur ONLY on
those smoky days.

The climatological evidence suggests that the 2023 growing season was
generally cooler than normal throughout and not just due to smoky
days. The accompanying chart comes from the GDD Corn Tool
developed by the “Useful to Useable” USDA-funded project
(https://mygeohub.org/groups/u2u/purdue_gdd). To create the chart, I
chose Blackford Co. in eastcentral Indiana, a 109-day hybrid maturity,
and a May 19th planting (background information for one of our on-farm
sulfur trials that is still running about 30% grain moisture as of about
Oct. 23rd). The GDD Tool estimated that black layer did not occur until
Oct 4th, which was exactly what our cooperator told us happened.

 

Fig. 1. GDD Accumulation Blackford Co 2023 for a 109-day relative maturity hybrid
planted May 19th. Source: U2U – Corn GDD Tool
(https://mygeohub.org/groups/u2u/purdue_gdd)

 

The upper, purple, line represents normal GDD accumulations for that

location and the black line represents GDD accumulations this year. The
chart illustrates the below normal GDD accumulations for this location
throughout the season. Cooler temperatures in mid-June put us behind
normal early on and then around mid-Aug cooler than normal
temperatures again expanded that deviation further. Continued cooler
than normal weather at this location since black layer development has
further slowed the in-field drying of the grain.

Thomison (2017) stated… “Generally, it takes about 30 GDDs to lower
grain moisture each point from 30% down to 25%. Drying from 25 to 20
percent requires about 45 GDDs per point of moisture.” The GDD
accumulation for this location tends to support that statement if one
makes an assumption that grain moisture at kernel black layer was a
little higher than normal to begin with, say about 35%. Between Oct.
4th (black layer) and Oct. 23rd at this location, GDD accumulation was
about 150. That total divided by 30 equals “5”, meaning one would
expect grain moisture on Oct. 23rd to be about 5 points drier, or about
30%, which is exactly what our cooperator told us it was running.

The bottom line that one can derive from the preceding rambling
thoughts is that the slow grain drydown in parts of Indiana in 2023 is
primarily due to a combination of later than desired planting plus cooler
than normal temperatures throughout the whole season and not due to
the relatively few number of smoky hazey days we experienced. In fact,
about 50% of Indiana’s corn crop in 2023 was planted after mid-May so
it may not be surprising that so many farmers are complaining about
this issue.
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following is a link to a simple, short online survey. Please consider doing
this right now, as we need your evaluation of this newsletter. Too, we
need to show our funding agencies whether or not this information from
Purdue specialists throughout the season is meaningful to you and the
industry. Thanks in advance for your support!

https://purdue.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0jJXXqlJGHiu0qW

Recent Weather Maps
(John Obermeyer)
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